Quality & tradition!

www.leboulch.com

RANGE
ref : 2098761930 GB

LEBOULCH

The quality of the
Leboulch trailers
and spreaders
is based on a
more than 50
years old
know-how.

QUALITY
& TRADITION

50 years of evolution in the manufacturing of
agricultural trailers and vehicles.
From the agricultural cart manufactured in 1945 to
the Evolupro 73D21 spreader or the Gold XXL 84T32
tipping trailer, Leboulch has imposed its brand in
the French agriculture. Thousands of tipping trailers,
spreaders, bale trailers, trailers and livestock trailers
are manufactured in La Vieille-Lyre and marketed in
France and Europe.

www.leboulch.com
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Side panel in
closed profiles

Protected lighting plate

The pluses:
Oil-fed tipping

Tipping with check valve.
Tipping hinge at the back of
the body, after the lighting
plate. Three-side tipping
system in option.

The pluses:
Body with
removable side
panels
Fully removable side panels
with reinforced cold-formed

Quick closing
hooks

The pluses:
Mechanical
stand
A mechanical wheel
stand with crank.Reversible
bolted monoblock drawbar
with height adjustment.
Trapezium-shaped chassis.

profiles. Quick closing hook
to make the assembly easier.
Up to 1.20m of extensions.

Trapezium-shaped chassis

Drawbar with height
adjustment

80cm high double rear door.

EVII tipping trailer
Multi-functional tipping trailer for all types of products and appropriate for all situations. Ideal to transport limited weights of crops, straw, earth, wood chips,...
Compact tipping trailer useful for all kinds of small works in a farming concern, for a part-time worker or in territorial communities, the arboriculture and viticulture.
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Jockey wheel
Crank adjustment
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The pluses:
Manufacturing quality
Reinforced tubular chassis

The pluses:
Tipping
stability

in high tensile steel, side
walls and monoblock upper
circle, ST 420 steel, Omega
reinforcement under the
posts, polyurethane paint
after shot-blasting and
phosphating. The body floor
is made up of 5mm steel
sheets and the side walls of
3.5mm steel sheets.

Large distance between the
hinge axes, ram located at

GOLD XL tipping trailer

the front, options double-axle
and weight transfer in order
to avoid chocks while tipping,
with adjustments possible.

The Gold XL tipping trailers and high tipping trailers are the solution to transport all kinds of products: grains, fertilizers, bulk, etc.
This new range was designed and developed with new tools and industrial processes:
• CAD/CAM design
• Laser cutting
• Assembly on jigs
It offers a wide choice of functional, strong and reliable tipping trailers, i.e. all the qualities demanding users are expecting and requiring.
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All models of the range on page 32

GOLD XL 46S14

The pluses:
Functional

the watertightness. Multifunctional tipping trailers for
all situations (small farm,
uneven ground, barn with low
ceiling,...). Large grain chute
of 600mm wide.

GOLD XL 78D29

Posts fitted into upper circle
With pre-equipment for silage extensions with quick assembly.

Front wall with window

Double trailer circle
From front to back

door with wide opening
high and low eccentrics for

GOLD XL 61D23

Vertical outer posts
Spread over the whole length of the body

The pluses:
Finishing

Ease of use with a hydraulic
angle and adjustment of the

GOLD XL 52D18

Continuous welding on the
Front ladders
Inside and outside
from the ground

side walls, grouping of the
hydraulic couplings with
guide and colour marks,
monoblock rear crosspiece
protecting the electric cables,
rubber block in order to avoid

Hydraulic door
With locking
hook and adjustable
axis on the body Protected door ram

vibrations and rounded body
angles.
Body longitudinal beams
wider than the tubular chassis
Better stability while tipping

Polyurethane painting
After shot-blasting and
phosphating

Body hinge axes
Important space between them
for more stability when tipping

Front rubber shock absorbers
To avoid shocks of steel
against steel on the road

Leboulch range brochure
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Posts fitted into upper circle
With pre-equipment for silage
extensions with quick assembly.

Front ladders
Inside and outside
from the ground

Polyurethane painting
After shot-blasting and
phosphating

Front wall with window

The pluses:
Adapted
driving

Vertical outer posts
Spread over the whole length
of the body
Double trailer circle
From front to back
Body longitudinal beams wider
than the tubular chassis
Better stability while tipping

Different possibilities of axles:
boggie, tandem and tridem,

The pluses:
Volume

Hydraulic door
With locking
hook and adjustable
axis on the body Protected door ram

front and rear free steering
or self steering axles. Weight
transfer with adjustments to
perfectly adapt to the vehicle
conditions of use, as well as
a large range of tyres, which

High-capacity body with

are all certified according to

monoblock side walls of

the new legislation.

Ram located at the front

Front rubber shock absorbers
To avoid shocks of steel
against steel on the road.

1.50m high with or without

Body hinge axes
Important space between the
axes for more
stability when tipping

20cm extension.
Options: 50 or 70cm steel or

All models of the range on page 32

aluminium silage extensions.
Covering possible with 20cm
extensions. Large grain chute
of 600mm wide.

GOLD XXL 57D20
P8
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GOLD XXL 66D23

GOLD XXL 72D24

GOLD XXL 78D29

The pluses:
Manufacturing quality
Reinforced tubular chassis in

The pluses:
Finishing

high tensile steel, monoblock
side walls and upper circle,
ST 420 steel, Omega
reinforcements under the
posts, polyurethane paint after
shot-blasting and phosphating

Continuous welding on the
body side walls, grouping of
the hydraulic couplings with
guide and colour marks,
rear monoblock crosspiece
protecting the electric
cables, rubber block to avoid
vibrations. Rounded body
angles.

GOLD XXL tipping trailer
Tipping trailer specialized in the transport requiring high volumes with 150cm side walls, as well as for transports of heavy goods. Thanks
to their high resistance to wear conferred by their monoblock side walls, the tipping trailers of the XXL range meet the requirements of the
new constraints of the agricultural occupation as well as of the more industrial organizations like the agricultural contracting enterprises.
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COMMON OPTIONS

Option
Automatic
opening of the
hydraulic door

Option
Automatic
mechanical
door instead of
the hydraulic
door

Option
Removable
fertilizer chute
in stainless
steel

Option
2nd grain hatch

Option
Air or dual
brakes

With maximal opening, the
new design of the arms
(manufactured in one part)
ensures a total protection
of the rams and hoses.
Adjustment of the door
watertightness by eccentrics.

If the trailer is to be used by
different persons, allows to
avoid damages if one forgets
to open the door.
Recommended up to 14T.

Allows to improve the
precision while unloading
(e.g. in a fertilizer spreader).

Allows to choose the
unloading side: left or right.
Allows an easier emptying of
the whole body: there is no
matter left on the walls.

From 15T, ensures more
safety during the use.
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(both of 400mm)

Option
Scharmüller
Ø 80mm
hitch

For more multi-functionality
between the tipping trailers,
with ring or ball.

Option
Sugar beet
double door
2 chutes
of 400mm

Option
Side
rolling cover,
from the
ground, or
simple cover

Option
High tipping

Option
Silage
extensions

Allows to open only one door
at a time, in order to check
the unloading process more
easily.

Makes it possible to leave the
load in the trailer or to protect
it against wind and bad
weather. In compliance with
the new standards in force.

2 types of C high-lift systems,
allowing to lift at the back in
order to unload safely and
precisely cereals or manure
in a high container trough the
2 stainless steel hatches.

From 20 to 70cm in steel or
alu, for beets or grain, in order
to adapt the volume in the
best possible way to the type
of use, while respecting the
authorized weight limits.
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Rounded Hardox body with facets
Headboard integrated to the body

Reinforced front wall

Reinforced hydraulic door
With protected cylinders and locking
system in closed position

Longitudinal reinforcement under the body

The pluses:
Double-axle
boggie
with large
clearance

The pluses:
Reinforced
hydraulic
door and
body

Wide tipping
angle

Double-axle boggie
with large clearance
For outstanding obstacle
clearing capacities:
slopes, digs,...

For outstanding obstacle
clearing capacities: slopes,
digs, etc. and to follow the
ground perfectly on all types

Reinforced protection
of the rear lights and working light

With protected cylinders and
locking system in closed
position.

of ground: roads, fields and
construction sites.
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All models of the range on page 32

TP 53D24

TP 53D27

TP tipping trailer
Construction tipping trailer to transport all kinds of
products like stones, rubble,...
High-capacity machine very easy to manoeuvre
and to pull over obstacles, in order to come as
close as possible to the depots.
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Intersecting beaters
Bolted blades

Moving floor with rectangular slats
Centralized lubrication of the bearings of the
shredding beaters

The pluses:
Adaptation

Retractable blades
Reinforced monoblock body
With upper reinforcement

Low body with possibility to
mount extensions and high
beaters. 2 shipping chains

The pluses:
Ease of use

Galvanized
side boards

(standard) or Vaucanson
chains in option. Guillotine
door with electric safety
device and mechanical door
opening indicator.

Moving floor drive by tractor
hydraulics with manual
adjustment of the flow.

Autonomous hydraulic control and
electric control

Rigid drawbar or
sprung drawbar in option
Adjustment of the drawbar horizontality

Lighting which can be
manually folded, Hardox
blades. High beaters with
45cm clearance without
extensions. Optional:
proportional adjustment,
hydraulic installation.
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All models of the range on page 32

The pluses:
Reliability

The pluses:
Multifunctionality

Leboulch beaters with
regular spirals and
removable blades, reversible

Suited to all kinds of ground,

and interchangeable blades

uneven ground, hills, small

made of HARDOX, moulded

farming business, etc.

gearwheels, protected

200mm extensions possible,

P.T.O-shaft and transmission,

Scharmüller hitch, revolution

reinforced monocoque body

counter of the moving floor

and continuous welds.

shaft, electric control and
hydraulic installation, total
hour counter.

HVS muck spreader (from 6 to 8m3)
Muck spreader with narrow body for mountainous or steep grounds. Volume allowing to transport materials as close as possible from the areas
to be spread, even if they are difficult to reach. Very good road-holding qualities in slopes, good stability of the spreader on the axle in order to
always be safe while working.
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The pluses:
Adaptation
The pluses:
Ease of use

Guillotine or drop door with
electric safety device and
mechanical door opening
indicator. Composting canopy

Moving floor drive by tractor
hydraulics with manual
adjustment of the flow.
Hardox blades, lighting that
can be manually folded
Optional: proportional
adjustment, hydraulic
installation.
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possible to make windrows.

All models of the range on page 33
Bolted blades

Moving floor with rectangular slats

Centralized lubrication of the bearings of the
shredding beaters

The pluses:
Evolution
The pluses:
Reliability

Reinforced monoblock body

Retractable blades

Several vertical reinforcements
Headboard with
high visibility

Galvanized
side boards

Improved spreading system
with extended beaters of
200mm.
Now monoblock body in

Leboulch beaters with

special ST420 steel, with a

regular spirals and

fold over the whole length.

removable blades, reversible

Hydraulic and electric

and interchangeable

systems on the front wall of

blades made of Hardox,

the HVS evolution in order to

moulded gearwheels,

make the adjustments and

protected P.T.O.-shaft and

maintenance easier.

transmission, reinforced
monocoque body and

Monoblock crosspiece
Autonomous hydraulic control
and electric control

Flat working rigid sprung drawbar

HVS evolution muck spreader (from 10 to 15m3)

continuous welds. Fully
protected and integrated

Multi-functional lowered spreader with narrow body allowing a high loading capacity in order to maximize each transport.

hoses.

Suited to all kinds of terrain thanks to a very good stability and excellend road holding capacities.
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The pluses:
Manufacturing quality
Monoblock side walls and
upper circle in ST420 steel,

The pluses:
Spreading
quality

polyurethane paint after shotblasting and phosphating,

The pluses:
Composting

mechanically welded steel

Leboulch vertical beaters

gearwheels, reversible and

with Ø 900mm intersecting

The Compostar equipment

interchangeable HARDOX

regular spirals, widened body

includes 2 horizontal beaters

blades.

for the matter to glide more

with bolted digging blades,

easily.

2 side boards to compost

Optional: Compostar

in a stationary way or at the

equipment with 2 horizontal

field edge, an adjustable

beaters and Ø 900mm

canopy that can be

spreading table.

hydraulically lifted through a

Compostar system in option for a more homogeneous distribution of all kinds of manure and easy

double-acting function of the

to sophisticated DPA systems for a multiprogramme electronic management.

tractor. 2 Ø 900mm discs
on the spreading table with
reinforced beam.
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GOLIATH muck spreader
Spreader with narrow body meeting the more demanding criteria of this job. Very efficient for agricultural co-operatives and agricultural contracting enterprises with a lasting high resistance to
work. A single or double axle machine with volumes from 11 to 24m³.

All models of the range on page 33

Reinforced Ø 900mm beaters

Mechanically welded steel gearwheels

Moving floor with bolted tubular slats

The pluses:
Protection
Reinforced front grate with
side boards, anti-projection

Wear ring on removable blades

The pluses:
Ease of use

Large folding protection
High visibility grate

Full protection of the bearings of the beaters

front cover, galvanized rear

Fully protected bearings

boards, full front bonnet
protecting the boxes and

Drive through tractor

hydraulic elements,

hydraulics or hydraulic

removable mudguards,

installation, proportional

protected door cylinders,

electric control, shipping or

protected lighting that can

Vaucanson chains.

be hydraulically folded for a

Options: reversing, single

better protection.

DPA, electronic DPA (ton/ha

Fully protected and integrated

system, weighting device,

hoses.

etc.).

Full bonnet
For a better protection at
the front side

Monoblock widened side walls
Galvanized
side boards

Lights that can be folded
automatically through hydraulics

Hose holder
Ergonomic and easy to
reach

Standard mudguards
Hydraulic tightener
With return locking
Grate
For an optimal view on the
moving floor

Leboulch range brochure
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Protection grate

Reinforced extensions

Tank
Integrated into the body

Double trailer circle

The pluses:
Manufacturing quality
Body bolted on the chassis.

The pluses:
Spreading
quality

Upper and central continuous

Lubrication
Offset and apart
lubrication of the upper bearing

reinforcements. Resistant
paint after shot-blasting and
phosphating. Mechanically
welded steel gearwheels and

Floor tightener

steel pulley. A reasonable
width on the road.
Leboulch vertical beaters

Drawbar
With height adjustment

Double chassis

with regular spirals and
intersecting blades. Lightly
widened for the matter to
glide more easily. 4 chains
for a more homogeneous
distribution and flow.
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Some options of the range

The pluses:
Spreading
table

Ø 640 and 720mm horizontal
beaters. Bolted digging
blades. Two Ø 1,100mm
discs with 4 removable
blades on monoblock
crosspieces. Large working
width (24m).

EVOLUPRO muck spreader (from 16.2 to 22m³)
Spreader with very wide body which is extremely resistant to the more intensive working conditions. No unnecessary sophistication: strong, high
volume, efficient Compostar to work on large widths. A record of 24m in a farm! Transformation into a silage trailer with specific silage door and
extensions possible, 2-speed gearbox.
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Also see the
semi-mounted
low loaders

HAUSWIRTH semi-mounted bale trailers
Extended range: semi-mounted bale trailers and low loaders, 2 to 4 wheels of 6 to 12m and up to 24t of technically permissible max. weight.
A wide choice of tyres to meet all the needs.
P22
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All models of the range on page 34

Rounded or straight
ladder
Ladder extensions

The pluses:
Good
holding
capacities
of the load
The pluses:
Strength

Floor with 4cm edge and
chequered plate, rounded or
straight ladders (according to
the needs), 2 reels to fasten
and tighten the ropes.

Hauswirth design with
chassis with homogeneous
strains working in the tensile
limit of the steel and designed
according to the calculation of

Side edge
4cm

Floor in chequered or
smooth plate
Possible without iron floor

The pluses:
Hitching
ease
With sprung drawbar for bale
trailers, with turntable and
with parking stand for
semi-mounted trailers.

Reinforced and
trapezium-shaped rigid
drawbar

Flexibility of the trailer
Allows to bear the load
without intermediate
unloading

2 rear reels,
double axle

material resistance. Optimal
payload. Side reinforcements

Leboulch range brochure
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All models of the range on page 34

Ladder extensions

The pluses:
Manoeuvrability

The pluses:
Safety

Side edge
4cm

360° turntable, diameter
of the turntable above 100cm,
driving in half-tandem.

Rounded or straight
ladder

Hauswirth system
Galvanized suspended drawbar

Homogeneous load
distribution on all axles
(2/3), braking system on 4-6
wheels.
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Low loaders
with turntable

Also see:
Low loaders

HAUSWIRTH bale trailers with turntable
Extended range: semi-mounted bale trailers and low loaders, 4 to 6 wheels of 6 to 12m and up to 24t of technically permissible max. weight.
A wide choice of tyres to meet all the needs.
Leboulch range brochure
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All models of the range on page 35

Arches
Ensuring rigidity and suppressing
all vibrations of the body
Possibility to put a tarpaulin

Welded angle reinforcement
Makes the livestock trailer very sturdy,
thanks to the many posts.

Rear doors
Wide opening (2.15m)

The pluses:
Inner
partitions

There are 2 types of inner
partitions: the one-part

The pluses:
Running
gear

fences and the door on rail.
Both are fixed to tubes that
are standard mounted along
the walls of the body. The
advantage of the doors is to
form a screen over the whole
height of the walls.
Mudguards
Compact size
Monoblock construction
Continuous welding

Hydraulic or air brakes (dual
brakes in option). Vehicle
standard fitted with wide tyres
(435/45R19.5) for an
increased stability, less
damage to the meadows, an

Pre-equipment for fences
On the side, fixed or on rail

easier traction on wet floor
and a radial casing for more
resistance
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TRIMAX-P evolution livestock trailer
The new Trimax livestock trailer is different from the reclining version by the use

only. Thanks to treated wood with slats of limited height, livestock avoids slipping

of a ramp. This ramp is designed to have a very slight loading and unloading

or tripping. A galvanized steel frame supports the whole vehicle and ensures a

angle in order to reduce the risks when handling livestock. The steps to access

stable and rigid loading platform.

the ramp and between the ramp and the body are limited to a few centimeters
Leboulch range brochure
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The pluses:
Safety
Certified vehicle in

The pluses:
Manufacturing quality

compliance with the sanitary
standards, doors with
easy lock, possibility of

Monocoque body,

PROSECURIT floor, axle on

reinforcements at the bottom

springs (classical system),

of the body and on the

locking of the TRDS system

sides, angle-reinforced body

(reclining system) by steered

arches, hydropneumatic

Wide range of livestock trailers from 5.25 to 10.05m.

valve. Prosecurit, also at the

suspension in option.

High paint quality to stand up to chemicals.

bottom of the walls.

TRIMAX-S evolution livestock trailer
Wide choice of tyres suited to road transportation.
Manufactured so as to ensure a great comfort to the animals in order to prevent injuries, e.g. high and wide wheel recessings
so that the animal can't get hurt if it falls on it. It will tend to lean on it.
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All models of the range on page 35

Welded angle reinforcement
Makes the livestock trailer very sturdy,
thanks to the many posts.
Arches
Ensuring rigidity and suppressing
all vibrations of the body

The pluses:
Easy to load

Reclining system (TRDS);
the rear side of the livestock
trailer is lowered to load the
animals more easily. Height:

Possibility to put a tarpaulin

Rear doors
Wide opening

The pluses:
Easy to
handle the
animals

14cm from the ground with a
4cm inner edge for sanitary
reasons. Doors opening on

Multi-position or sliding inner

the whole width.

partitions with 1 tubular leaf

Monoblock construction
Continuous welding
Protected lights

or 2 leaves made of steel
Reclining system
14cm step

sheets. Standard, sliding
or articulated side fences
on pivots. Front wicket door

Pre-equipment for fences
On the side, fixed or on rail

Large inner wheel recessing
for more comfort of the
animals.
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REGENERO ~FLEX

REGENERO meadow aerators
Combined aerator, scarifier and renovator.

240

400

500

600

740

Weight (kg)

500

1000

1,100

1,300

1,600

Working width (m)

2.40

4.00

5.00

6.00

7.40

Hydraulic folding of
the extensions

-

1 double-acting
cylinder

1 double-acting
cylinder

1 double-acting
cylinder

1 double-acting
cylinder

REGENERO ~FLEX pasture renovators
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240

500

600

740

Weight (kg)

500

1,100

1,300

1,600

Working width (m)

2.40

5.00

6.00

7.40

Hydraulic folding of
the extensions

-

1 double-acting
cylinder

1 double-acting
cylinder

1 double-acting
cylinder
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REGENERO

REGENERO ~FLEX

REGENERO

AERO

AERO aerators
3 in 1 machine: spreading harrow, meadow aerator and system to harrow dungs and molehills.

240

300

360

420

480

540

600

660

Weight (kg)

300

355

440

500

680

755

805

820

Working width (m)

2.40

3.00

3.60

4.20

4.80

5.40

6.00

6.60

unavailable

unavailable

manual

manual

2 cylinders

1 cylinder

2 cylinders

1 cylinder

Folding of the extensions

WITH FOLDING

AERO

WITH HYDR. FOLDING SYSTEM
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52D18

52D19

57D20

57D22

61D22

61D23

66D23

72D24

72D26

72D29

78D29

84T32

Volume (m )

14.61

15.68

16.50

16.50

17.69

19.35

20.66

20.69

22.09

22.35

24.36

24.36

27.69

28.16

32.26

Body length (m)

4.60

4.60

5.20

5.20

5.20

5.70

5.70

6.10

6.10

6.60

7.20

7.20

7.20

7.80

8.40

Body width (m)

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

Body height + extensions
(cm)

1.15 + 0.20

1.15 + 0.30

1.15 + 0.20

1.15 + 0.20

1.15 + 0.30

1.15 + 0.30

1.15 + 0.40

1.15 + 0.30

1.15 + 0.40

1.15 + 0.30

1.15 + 0.30

1.15 + 0.30

1.15 + 0.50

1.15 + 0.40

1.15 + 0.50

Axle type

1 x 100 / 8

1 x 100 / 8

1 x 110 / 10

boggie
2 x 90 / 8

boggie
2 x 100 / 8

boggie
2 x 100 / 8

boggie
2 x 100 / 8

boggie
2 x 100 / 10

boggie
2 x 130 / 10

boggie
2 x 130 / 10

boggie
2 x 130 / 10

ta. with rods
2 x 130 / 10

double-axle
2 x 150 / 10

double-axle
2 x 150 / 10

triple-axle
3 x 130 / 10

Brakes (mm)

400 x 80

400 x 80

400 x 80

350 x 90

350 x 90

400 x 80

400 x 80

400 x 80

400 x 80

400 x 80

400 x 80

400 x 80

406 x 120

406 x 120

400 x 80

Permissible max. weight (kg)

14,100

15,210

15,830

17,120

18,300

19,970

21,140

21,170

22,390

22,710

23,970

25,900

28,650

28,960

31,750

Indicative empty weight (kg)

4,100

4,210

4,470

5,120

5,300

5,970

6,140

6,170

6,390

6,710

7,470

7,450

8,150

8,210

9,750

52D19

57D20

57D22

61D22

61D23

66D23

72D24

72D26

72D29

78D29

84T32

Volume (m )

18.53

20.25

20.25

21.63

21.63

23.36

25.43

25.43

28.74

31.09

33.43

Body length (m)

5.20

5.70

5.70

6.10

6.10

6.60

7.20

7.20

7.20

7.80

8.40

Body width (m)

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

2.30

Body height + extensions
(cm)

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50 + 0.20

1.50 + 0.20

1.50 + 0.20

boggie
2 x 100 / 8

boggie
2 x 100 / 8

boggie
2 x 100 / 8

boggie
2 x 100 / 10

boggie
2 x 130 / 10

boggie
2 x 130 / 10

boggie
2 x 130 / 10

ta. with rods
2 x 130 / 10

double-axle
2 x 150 / 10

double-axle
2 x 150 / 10

triple-axle
3 x 130 / 10

350 x 90

400 x 80

400 x 80

400 x 80

400 x 80

400 x 80

400 x 80

400 x 80

406 x 120

406 x 120

400 x 80

Permissible max. weight (kg)

18,300

19,970

21,140

21,170

22,390

22,710

23,970

25,900

28,650

28,960

31,750

Indicative empty weight (kg)

5,490

6,330

6,460

6,450

6,630

7,000

7,900

7,900

8,420

8,800

10,400

53D24

53D27
34S05

39S07

42S09

18

18 (road)
21 (constr.
site)

29S04

Indicative payload (t)

Volume (m )

2.0

2.3

2.6

3.3

Volume (m3)

11.0

11.0

Body length (m)

2.86

3.38

3.90

4.16

Body length (m)

5.30

5.30

Body width (m)

1.69

1.69

1.69

1.99

2.30 / 1.00

2.30 / 1.00

Body height (m)

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

1.00

1.00

ADR
70x1500-6S

ADR
70x1500-6S

ADR
70x1500-6S

ADR
90x1600-8S

boggie
2 x 131 / 10

boggie
2 x 150 / 10

300 x 60

300 x 60

300 x 60

350 x 90

400 x 80

406 x 140

3,900

5,000

6,140

9,000

Permissible max. weight (kg)

24,000

24,000

900

1,000

1,140

2,000

Empty weight (kg)

5,980

6,180

TP

Brakes (mm)

Total body width /
body floor width (m)
Height of the side walls (cm)
Axle type
Brakes (mm)

P32
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EVII

Axle type

CONSTRUCTION TRAILERS

GOLD XL
GOLD XXL

3

Axle type
Brakes (mm)
Permissible max. weight (kg)
Empty weight (kg)

AGRICULTURAL TIPPING TRAILERS

52S16

AGRICULTURAL TIPPING TRAILERS

46S15

AGRICULTURAL TIPPING TRAILERS

46S14
3

37S07

42S08

42S09

43S11

51S13

51S15

59S17

Volume (m - from heap to door)

6.55

7.48

8.48

10.05

11.96

14.32

16.38

Volume (m - from heap to beaters)

7.22

8.14

9.26

10.89

12.81

15.38

17.44

Body length (m)

3.65

4.15

4.15

4.30

5.10

5.10

5.90

3

1.70 / 1.30

1.91 / 1.50

1.91 / 1.50

1.91 / 1.50

1.91 / 1.50

1.30 / 0.85

1.45 / 1.00

1.55 / 1.00

1.55 / 1.00

1.85 / 1.25

1.85 / 1.25

Diameter / total height of the beaters (m)

0.82 / 1.47

0.82 / 1.47

0.82 / 1.62

0.90 / 1.86

0.90 / 1.86

0.90 / 2.16

0.90 / 2.16

Axle type / number of axes / brakes (mm)

70 / 8 /
350 x 60

70 / 8 /
350 x 60

80 / 8 /
400 x 80

90 / 10 /
400 x 80

100 / 10 /
400 x 80

130 / 10 /
406 x 120

150 / 10 /
406 x 120

Permissible max. weight (kg)

7,600

8,300

9,300

10,700

12,100

13,620

15,150

Indicative empty weight (kg)

2,600

2,800

3,300

3,800

4,200

4,680

5,210

46S11

46S13

54S13

54S15

54S17

62S19

62D21

70D24

Volume (m - from heap to door)

10.96

12.79

12.97

15.12

16.66

19.30

20.19

23.15

Volume (m3 - from heap to beaters)

11.76

13.75

13.77

16.08

17.77

20.42

21.46

24.42

Body length (m)

4.60

4.60

5.40

5.40

5.40

6.20

6.20

7.00

Body width (under/above) (m)

1.98 / 1.50

1.98 / 1.50

1.98 / 1.50

1.98 / 1.50

1.98 / 1.50

1.98 / 1.50

1.98 / 1.50

1.98 / 1.50

Height under frame / side height (m)

1.36 / 1.00

1.36 / 1.20

1.36 / 1.00

1.66 / 1.20

1.79 / 1.40

1.79 / 1.40

1.96 / 1.60

1.96 / 1.60

Diameter / total height of the beaters (m)

0.90 / 1.66

0.90 / 1.96

0.90 / 1.66

0.90 / 1.96

0.90 / 2.10

0.90 / 2.10

0.90 / 2.26

0.90 / 2.26

Axle type /(10 axes) / brakes (mm)

90 /
400 x 80

90 /
400 x 80

130 /
406 x 120

130 /
406 x 120

120 /
406 x 140

120 /
406 x 140

ta. with rods
2 x 130 /
400 x 80

ta. with rods
2 x 130 /
400 x 80

Permissible max. weight (kg)

10,230

10,230

12,000

12,000

14,610

15,840

21,000

24,000

Indicative empty weight (kg)

5,000

5,000

5,300

5,300

5,510

5,900

7,600

8,090

52D15

59D17

66D19

73D21

Volume (m3)

16.2

18.1

20.1

22.0

Body length (m)

5.20

5.90

6.60

7.30

2.10 / 2.00

2.10 / 2.00

2.10 / 2.00

2.10 / 2.00

1.10

1.10

1.10

1.10

Axle type (10 axes)

boggie
2 x 100

boggie
2 x 130

boggie
2 x 130

ta. with rods
2 x 150

Brakes (mm)

400 x 80

400 x 80

400 x 80

406 x 120

Permissible max. weight (kg)

20,740

22,400

23,900

28,130

Indicative empty weight (kg)

7,740

8,400

8,650

9,930

MUCK SPREADERS

3

MUCK SPREADERS

1.70 / 1.30

1.30 / 0.85

Body width (under/above) (m)
Body height (m)
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EVOLUPRO

1.70 / 1.30

GOLIATH

Body width (under/above) (m)
Height under frame / side height (m)

HVS

MUCK SPREADERS

3

100D16

6 x 2.40

8 x 2.40

8 x 2.40

8 x 2.40

10 x 2.40

Height of the floor with standard tyres
(m)

0.97

1.20

1

1.12

1.12

Axle square - number of axes

70 - 6

90 - 8

double-axle
2 x 70 - 6

double-axle
2 x 90 - 8

double-axle
2 x 90 - 8

300 / 60

350 / 60

300 / 60

350 / 60

350 / 60

8.4

9.9

10.2

15.1

15.1

400/60x15.5
- 14 cord
plies

295/60R22.5

11.5/80x15.3
- 14 cord
plies

295/60R22.5
retread

295/60R22.5
retread

80D11

80D12

80D13

100D13

80D16

100D16

80D18

100D18

8 x 2.40

8 x 2.40

8 x 2.40

10 x 2.40

8 x 2.40

10 x 2.40

8 x 2.40

10 x 2.40

1.08

1.15

1.18

1.18

1.35

1.35

1.35

1.35

70 / 70 - 6

70 / 70 - 6

80 / 80 - 6

80 / 80 - 6

90 / 90 - 8

90 / 90 - 8

100 / 100
-8

100 / 100
-8

300 / 60

300 / 60

300 / 60

300 / 60

350 / 60

350 / 60

400 / 80

400 / 80

10.10

11.70

12.65

12.65

15.8

15.8

17.8

17.8

11.5/80x15.3
- 14 cord
plies

295/60R22.5
retread

295/60R22.5
retread

295/60R22.5
retread

385/65R22.5
retread

385/65R22.5
retread

385/65R22.5
retread

385/65R22.5
retread

100T17

100T20

120T20

100T24

120T24

10 x 2.40

10 x 2.40

12 x 2.40

10 x 2.40

12 x 2.40

1.16

1.28

1.28

1.26

1.26

Front/rear axle square / number of axes

70 / 2 x
70 - 6

80 / 2 x
80 - 8

80 / 2 x
80 - 8

100 / 2 x
100 - 8

100 / 2 x
100 - 8

Brakes (mm)

300 / 60

350 / 60

350 / 60

400 / 80

400 / 80

16.10

19.10

19.10

23.75

23.75

Original tyres mounted

400/60x15.5

385/65R22.5
retread

385/65R22.5
retread

385/65R22.5
retread

385/65R22.5
retread

Front/rear suspension

half tandem /
double-axle

half tandem /
double-axle

half tandem /
double-axle

half tandem /
double-axle

half tandem /
double-axle

Hydraulic braking system

at the back 4
wheels

at the back 4
wheels

at the back 4
wheels

front and
back 6 wheels

front and
back 6 wheels

Original tyres mounted

HAUSWIRTH

Floor size (l x w) + 1.5m for length
between rounded ladders
Height of the floor with standard tyres
(m)
Front/rear axle square / number of axes
Brakes (mm)
Permissible max. weight (t)
Original tyres mounted

Floor size (l x w) + 1.5m for length
between rounded ladders

HAUSWIRTH

Height of the floor with standard tyres
(m)

Permissible max. weight (t)

Floor size (l x w) + 1.5m for length
between rounded ladders
Front/rear axle square / number of axes
Brakes (mm)
Permissible max. weight (t)
Original tyres mounted
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60S06

5 x 2.40

6 x 2.40

70 - 6

70 - 6

300 / 60

300 / 60

6

6

11.5/80x15.3
- 12 cord
plies

12.5/80x15.3
- 14 cord
plies

80D11

80D16

100D16

80D17

100T19

120T25

8 x 2.40

8 x 2.40

10 x 2.40

8 x 2.40

10 x 2.40

12 x 2.40

1.00

1.12

1.12

1.35

1.28

1.26

2 x 70 - 6

2 x 90 - 8

2 x 90 - 8

2 x 90 - 8

80 / 2 x
80 - 8

100 / 2 x
100 - 8

300 / 60

350 / 60

350 / 60

350 / 60

350 / 60

400 / 80

10.9

15.5

15.5

16.4

19.0

25.0

11.5/80x15.3 14 cord plies

295/60R22.5
- retread

295/60R22.5
- retread

385/65R22 retread

385/65R22 retread

385/65R22 retread

double-axle

double-axle

double-axle

no

half tandem /
double-axle

half tandem /
double-axle

4 wheels

4 wheels

4 wheels

4 wheels

at the back 4
wheels

front and back
6 wheels

SEMI-MOUNTED
P34

50S06

BALE TRAILERS WITH TURNTABLE

Permissible max. weight (t)

HAUSWIRTH

Brakes (mm)

BALE TRAILERS WITH STEERING AXLE
AND TURNTABLE

HAUSWIRTH

Floor size (l x w) + 1.5m for length
between rounded ladders

WITH TURNTABLE

LOW LOADERS

80D16

LOW LOADERS

80D11

HAUSWIRTH

80S10

SEMI-MOUNTED BALE TRAILERS

60S09

6350S

8050D

10050D

8/9

12 / 13

13 / 14

14 / 15

Inner dimensions - l x w x h (m)

5.25 x 2.23
x 2.00

6.35 x 2.23
x 2.00

8.05 x 2.23
x 2.00

10.05 x
2.23 x 2.00

Width rear opening width side wicket door (m)

2.12 - 0.78

2.12 - 0.78

2.12 - 0.78

2.12 - 0.78

Height of the walls - height of the floor (m)

1.50 - 0.63

1.50 - 0.73

1.50 - 0.80

1.50 - 0.80

Rear ramp (spring-aided lifting/lowering length x width (m)

1.35 x 2.29

1.35 x 2.29

1.35 x 2.29

1.35 x 2.29

80 - 8

80 - 8

double-axle
2 x 90 - 8

double-axle
2 x 90 - 8

7.1

9.6

15.0

16.8

15/55-17 14 PR

385/65R22.5
- retread

13/65x18
- 16 cord plies

340/65R18
- new

5250S

6350S

8050D

10050D

8/9

12 /13

13 / 14

14 / 15

Inner dimensions - l x w x h (m)

5.25 x 2.23
x 2.00

6.35 x 2.23
x 2.00

8.05 x 2.23
x 2.00

10.05 x
2.45 x 2.00

Width rear opening width side wicket door (m)

2.12 - 0.78

2.12 - 0.78

2.12 - 0.78

2.12 - 0.78

Height of the walls - height of the floor (m)

1.50 - 0.63

1.50 - 0.63

1.50 - 0.71

1.50 - 0.71

90 - 8 2066

90 - 8 2066

2 x 90 - 8 2066

2 x 90 - 8 2066

7.1

9.6

15

17.5

15/55-17 14 PR

385/65R22.5
- retread

13/65x18
- 16 cord plies

340/65R18
- new

LIVESTOCK TRAILERS

Number of animals

Axle square - number of axes
Permissible max. weight (t)
Original tyres mounted

Number of animals

Axle square - number of axes - Track
Permissible max. weight (t)
Original tyres mounted

(6.35-1)

(8.05)

(10.05)
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TRIMAX -S

RECLINING LIVESTOCK TRAILERS

(5.25)

TRIMAX -P

5250S

Quality & tradition!

Route de Guernanville, 27330 LA VIEILLE LYRE - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)2 32 30 67 47 - fax: +33 (0)2 32 30 59 93
commercial@leboulch.com
www.leboulch.com
JOSKIN GROUP

